
Anyone who has looked for a job at any stage in their career can probably agree, reading job 
advertisements is a bore. It is a laborious task, scrolling through similar ad after similar ad on job 
boards, company pages and LinkedIn. “Amazing culture”, “incredible opportunity”, “generous 
remuneration” … it doesn’t really matter what the role is, descriptors like these seem to always 
appear.

Sympathy must be extended for those who are tasked with frequently writing job ads. From internal 
recruiters to agency specialists like Kacha, writing a lot of job ads can be tiresome and particularly 
difficult if you want to be consistently original.

Here are a few tips for all you internal recruiters and agency specialists alike, on how to keep your 
job ads fresh and readable.

One. Less is more

In the words of the late Mark Twaine, “I didn’t have time to write you a short letter, so I wrote along 
one instead”. 
Indeed, sometimes it is easier to blab on. I’m tempted to do so right now. Yet if there is one thing 
you can be sure of; your reader has little time to spare, particularly in this digital age of rapid 
browsing and skimming. Further, ‘short and sweet’ leaves something to the imagination and 
imagination is a powerful thing.

Two. It’s not about you, it’s about them

I once worked with an exceptional recruiter and agency MD, Steve Ludlow of Harlow Group. He 
taught me an  important idea. 99% of job ads are written from the position of “what we are looking 
for is…”. This is the wrong side of the equation to write from. Instead, hiring managers and 
recruiters should ask themselves the question, “what does the talent that we want, want?”, and write 
to that. You will always get John Smith from the local Fish and Chip shop applying for your Senior 
Project Manager role, but writing your ad to deter the people you don’t want is less effective than 
writing an add to attract the ones you do. That means writing from the perspective of the searcher, 
not the advertiser.

Three. Adjectives are not as good as facts

When you say “amazing, vibrant culture”, what do you actually mean by these descriptors? Try to 
connect these to examples or situations, which potential candidates can easily relate to. For 
example, a job advert I wrote referred to the culture and brand loyalty of an automotive company 
being so strong that “you’ll find yourself wearing the company polo at your weekend BBQ”. 
Several candidates made mention of the ‘polo thing’ in subsequent interviews, because the act of 
wearing the company shirt was a demonstration of connection to the company culture they could 
genuinely relate to. 

Another commonly used phrase is “room for growth”, but what does this actually mean? 
Companies may have excellent strategies to ensure employees get quality mentoring and 
sponsorship from the next layer up. There are probably many success stories to choose from but for 
some reason these ads fall prey to bland and almost meaningless “excellent room for growth” type 
phrases, which do little to excite potential candidates. Seek to connect to real life situations, which 
inspire and excite people to apply.



Four. Write like a human.

This is especially difficult in large organisations where, to avoid scrutiny from others authors may 
tend to be professional in communications. Interestingly, “professional” is neither engaging nor 
different. It is simply safe. If you want to stand out from the rest and grab a candidate’s attention 
you’ve got to write like a human. In the words of Seth Godin, “if you try and please everyone you 
will please no one”. 

Take a risk. Write like you were sitting opposite the candidate and telling them about the role.
In summary

In a world in which individuals are inundated with advertisements demanding our attention, it 
serves to be as succinct as you can. Position your message to align with what you can imagine the 
candidate you want is looking for. Build your job ad out with as many in the role realities as 
possible, and keep your tone and language human and conversational. 

  
If you have anything else to add, please by all means leave it in the comments below. We can all 
benefit from a world with better quality job ads.


